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Abstract—3D-NoC emerges as a potential multi-core architecture
delivering high performance, high energy efficiency and great scalability.
However, severe thermal challenges due to high power density continue
to be a major hurdle in the development of 3D-NoC. In this paper,
we propose a novel thermal-aware task scheduling scheme named
Bottom-to-Top (B2T) approach to address this challenge. Incorporating
communication overhead into analysis based on task graph, this heuristic-
based method judiciously performs task allocation on processing units to
efficiently minimize the peak temperature and improve the execution time
of the applications. Our simulation results demonstrate that our scheme
can achieve significant peak temperature reduction (up to 7.95◦C) and
performance improvement (up to 4%) when compared to other methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, 3D-Network-on-Chip (3D-NoC) has become a

promising architecture for large-scale multiprocessors due to its high

scalability, high inter-processor communication bandwidth and low

area cost [1]. However, when compared to its 2D counterpart, thermal

related side effects in 3D-NoC have drawn increasing concerns due

to the significant increase in power density [2]. Therefore, efficient

thermal management is crucial for 3D-NoC [3].

Among various thermal management methods, thermal-aware task

scheduling is a light-weight, highly efficient technique [4]. Previous

works like [5], [6], [7] discussed OS level thermal-aware scheduling

for multiprocessors. For higher throughput, embedded system appli-

cations such as multi-media applications are usually modeled as task

graphs, and the inter-dependence among tasks can be further exploited

to improve the thermal efficiency.

Works in [8], [9] formulated the thermal-aware task graph schedul-

ing problem as a formal optimization problem and used methods

like exhaustive search and integer linear programming algorithms

to find the optimal solution. The high computation complexity of

these works prohibits their use in run-time cases. Authors in [10]

and [11] presented heuristic-based solutions to the thermal-aware

task graph scheduling problems. However, the heuristic used in these

algorithms are for 2D-NoC and does not differentiate the processors

on different layers. Directly applying such algorithms for 3D-NoC

can not efficiently reduce the temperature of the system.

[12] points out that the temperature of 3D-NoC is closely related

to the power distribution in vertically stacked processors. By placing

high power tasks on layers which are closer to the heatsink, the

temperature of the 3D-NoC system could be effectively reduced.

Based on this observation, we propose an efficient thermal-aware

task scheduling algorithm for 3D-NoC which is called Bottom-to-

Top (B2T) scheme. The B2T scheme first schedules all the tasks

to the bottom layer of a 3D-NoC to uniformly distribute power

consumption among each stack of processors, and then moves low

power tasks to the top layer to reduce the execution time by exploiting

parallelisms of the tasks while maintaining low operating temper-

ature. Our B2T scheme also takes inter-processor communication
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Fig. 1. Two-layer 3D-NoC architecture with 3D-mesh topology.

of 3D-NoC into consideration to further reduce execution time and

power consumption of the system. Compared to previous thermal-

aware scheduling algorithms designed for 2D-NoC, our B2T scheme

significantly reduces the peak temperature with better or comparable

performance. The experiments show up to 7.95◦C peak temperature

reduction together with up to 4% reduction in execution time when

compared thermal-aware scheduling algorithms designed for 2D-

NoC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II analyzes

the thermal model of 3D-NoC and explains the rationale of the

Bottom-to-Top scheme; Section III presents formal definition of the

problem; Section IV describes the B2T thermal-aware scheduling

scheme in detail; Section V shows the experimental results; and

finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. THERMAL FEATURES OF 3D-NOC

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a two-layer 3D-NoC with 3D-mesh

topology. In the 3D-NoC, two layers of processors with their inter-

connection networks are stacked together. Communication channels

for processors in adjacent layers are formed by Through-silicon-vias

(TSV). To ease following discussions, we call the processors placed

vertically on top of each other across all the layers as a stack of

processors.

Fig. 2 is the cross-sectional view of a 3D-NoC system. Conven-

tionally, the layer which lies next to the heatsink is called as the

bottom layer and the layer which lies most distant from the heatsink

is called the top layer. Fig. 2 shows the heat dissipating paths of the

3D-NoC through the heatsink. The heat produced in top layer is more

difficult to dissipate, because the heat dissipation path of the top layer

is longer than the bottom layer [13]. Therefore, in order to maintain

low operation temperature of 3D-NoC, the power consumption of the

top layer should be as low as possible.
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of a stack of processors and heat dissipating
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TABLE I
SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

Symbols Definition
l(v) The length of the task v, measured in clock cycles.
ε(v) The energy consumed by task v.
ρ(v) The power consumption of task v.
w(e) The size of the message on edge e.
Φ(v) The priority of task v
Pb Set of processors on the bottom layer of 3D-NoC
Pt Set of processors on the top layer of 3D-NoC

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To ease the discussion of thermal-aware task scheduling algorithm

in the next section, we introduce the definition of symbols and the

problem formulation in this section.

In this paper, each application is denoted by a task graph; G =
(V,E), which is a directed acyclic graph, where V is the set of

vertices representing the tasks and E is the set of edges representing

the precedence relationship and communication between tasks. l(v) is

the execution time of task v, and ε(v) is the total energy consumed

by task v. We assume that l(v) and ε(v) are previously acquired

knowledge. ρ(v) is the power consumption of v, which is computed

by ε(v)/l(v).
A 3D-NoC contains a set of processors P = {p}. Here we assume

that the processors are homogeneous. A scheduling of the application

is composed of a mapping function M : V �→P maps each task

v to a processor p, which means task v will be executed on p;

and a scheduling function S : V �→N , which defines the execution

order of the tasks on each processor. The objective of thermal-

aware scheduling problem for 3D-NoC is to find a schedule for a

given G(V,E) and P , such that the peak operating temperature is

reduced while the performance of the application is improved. Table

I summarizes the definition of symbols used in this paper.

IV. THERMAL-AWARE TASK SCHEDULING

Our Bottom-to-Top (B2T) thermal-aware task scheduling scheme

for 3D-NoC has two steps. The first step is a thermal-aware task

mapping algorithm on bottom layer which maps the tasks of an

application to the processors on the bottom layer with two objectives:

firstly, the algorithm balances the power consumption of the tasks

applied on each processor to avoid thermal hotspots; and secondly,

the algorithm uses a critical path based scheduling method to reduce

the execution time. The second step is an in-stack task adjustment

algorithm. In each stack of processors, the algorithm exploits the

parallelism of the tasks and selectively moves some of the tasks
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Fig. 3. A example of the two-step thermal-aware task graph scheduling
algorithm.

to be executed in parallel on the top layer processors to further

reduce the execution time of the application while maintaining low

operating temperature of the system unaffected. To help explaining

the procedures of the B2T scheduling scheme, Fig. 3 shows an

example of our schedule scheme which is used through this section.

Fig. 3(a) shows a task graph waiting for scheduling; Fig. 3(b) shows

a target 2-layer 3D-NoC system with four processor; Fig. 3(c) shows

the mapping and scheduling results on the bottom layer; and Fig.

3(d) gives the final scheduling results after in-stack adjustment.

A. Thermal-Aware Task Scheduling on Bottom Layer

The thermal-aware task scheduling on bottom layer adopts a list-

based scheduling algorithm. The algorithm keeps a list of tasks that

are ready to be executed. Then the tasks in the ready list is mapped

according to the descending order of the priority of each task in the

application. The algorithm then uses a cost function that evaluates the

thermal and performance cost of mapping the task to each processor

on the bottom layer and algorithm maps the task to the processor

with the lowest cost value. After the tasks in the ready list are all

scheduled, the algorithm updates the ready list and repeats the above

procedures until the scheduling of the application is finished. This

list-based scheduling algorithm achieves two objectives of reduce

execution time and balance power consumption through delicately

defining the priority of tasks and the cost function of task mapping.

For a given task G(V,E), Eq. (1) defines the priority of each task

v ∈ V , which is denoted as Φ(v). Eq. (1) is a recursive definition,

where Vchd is the set of children of task v; v′ is a child of v; e′ is the

edge connecting v and v′; and B̄ is the communication bandwidth of

the 3D-NoC. Actually, Φ(v) stands for the total execution time along

the longest path from task v to the end of application. This definition

of task priority has been used in previous task graph scheduling works

like [14] for the minimization of the execution time of the application.

Φ(v) =

{
0 if Vchd(v) = ∅,
max{Φ(v′) + B̄ × w(e′)} if Vchd(v) �= ∅. (1)

The cost function for mapping each task is defined in Eq. (2). In the

equation, ts(v, p) is the earliest starting time of task v on processor

p, which is determined by the mapping of previous tasks; Q(v, p) is

the accumulated heat generated inside the processor, which evaluates

the thermal impact of the previously mapped tasks on processor p;

and α is a tuning parameter which is used to change the weight of

the thermal related term in the cost function.

c(p, v) = ts(v, p) + α×Q(v, p) (2)

The definition of Q(v, p) is further expanded in Eq. (3). Here v∗

represents the task that has already been mapped to processor p; and

qout is an estimation of heat dissipated from the processor to the

environment in unit time. The first two terms of Eq. (3) represent the

total heat generated inside the processor while the last term evaluates

the total amount of heat dissipation of the processor till the task

finishes.

Q(v, p) =
∑
v∗

ε(v∗) + ε(v)− qout × (ts(v, p) + l(v)) (3)

Since Eq. (2) evaluates both execution time and thermal effect,

using it as the cost function in the mapping algorithm can address

both objectives of reducing execution time and peak temperature of

the system.
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Algorithm 1 In-stack adjustment algorithm

Input: G(V,E), Mb, Pb, Pt, Φ
Output: M

1: for all pb ∈ Pb do
2: Vs=find tasks mapped in stack(p, Mb)
3: Vs=sort tasks by priority(Vs)
4: Upg=divide parallel groups(Vs)
5: pt=find top layer processor(p)
6: Vndef = ∅
7: for all Vpg ∈ Upg do
8: if number of tasks(Vpg) > 1 then
9: Vt=adjust tasks to top layer(Vpg)

10: Vb = Vs ∩ V̄t

11: for all v ∈ Vpg do
12: M(v) = (v ∈ Vb) ? pb : pt
13: end for
14: else
15: Vndef= Vndef ∪ {v}
16: end if
17: end for
18: for all v ∈ Vndef do
19: ob=compute overhead(v, pb)
20: ot=compute overhead(v, pt)
21: M(v) = (ob − ot < oth) ? pb : pt
22: end for
23: end for

B. In-Stack Adjustment to Top Layer

After scheduling algorithm on the bottom layer was completed,

the in-stack adjustment algorithm will be performed. The algorithm

exploits the parallelism of the tasks and selectively picks some of

the tasks in each stack and moves them to the top layer processor

in order to further reduce execution time using parallel processing

while maintaining low temperature. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo

code of the in-stack adjustment algorithm.

In each stack, the set of tasks that have been mapped to the stack,

Vs, is divided into multiple parallel groups. Here, Upg is the set

of all parallel groups, denoted as {Vpg}. As implied by the name,

a parallel group, Vpg is a group of tasks that can be executed in

parallel on different processors. The formation of parallel groups is

performed as follows: firstly, pick a task with maximum priority from

Vs as the head task of the parallel group, vhead; secondly, insert all

tasks from Vs which fulfill the requirement in Equation (4) into the

parallel group. Equation (4) guarantees that all the tasks inside Vpg

do not have direct precedence relationship with each other, which

makes the tasks in Vpg able to be executed in parallel. By repeating

the two steps, Vs is eventually divided into multiple parallel groups.

Φ(vhead)− l(vhead) > Φ(v), v ∈ Vs (4)

Because tasks of one parallel group can be executed in parallel,

we can then move some of the tasks inside the parallel group to the

top layer processor to reduce the execution time. This job is done

by Line 7 to Line 17 of Algorithm 1. Note that only the parallel

groups which contain more than one task can be adjusted (Line 8 to

16), and those parallel groups with single task are merged into set

Vndef (Line 15) for later consideration. Line 9 selects the tasks to

be moved to the top layer processor, while the rest tasks of Vs will

remain on the bottom layer processor (Line 10). The tasks of Vt and

Vb must fulfill two conditions. Firstly, for any vt ∈ Vt and vb ∈ Vb,

there is ρ(vt) < ρ(vb). It guarantees that the power consumption of

tasks mapped to top layer are lower than tasks mapped to the bottom

layer. It helps maintain low temperature of the system, as discussed
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Fig. 4. In-stack adjustment algorithm example. (Inside the stack of processor
P2 and P4 as shown in Fig. 3(b).)

in Section II. Secondly, there stands
∑

l(vt) <
∑

l(vb). It further

limits the total length of tasks mapped to the top layer to be smaller

than tasks mapped to the bottom layer, which prevents temperature

increase when there is load imbalance between the processors in one

stack.

Line 18 to 22 of Algorithm 1 deals with tasks from parallel

groups with single task. The mapping of these tasks depends on

the communication overhead between tasks as defined in Equation

(5). The equation computes the total amount of messages on edges

connecting task v and other tasks that are previously mapped to the

processor on the other layer. As shown in Line 21 in Algorithm 1,

only when the communication overhead of mapping task v to the

bottom layer is too high, will it be mapped to the top layer. This is

because mapping tasks to top layer processor has negative effects on

reducing peak temperature of the system, and thus we only do this

when the gain in execution time reduction is significant enough. The

worst-case complexity of in-stack adjustment algorithm is O(V ).{
ob =

∑
vt

w(et), et = vt → v,or v → vt,

ot =
∑

vb
w(eb), eb = vb → v,or v → vb.

(5)

Fig. 4 illustrates the details of in-stack adjustment algorithm using

the example shown in Fig. 3.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Experiment Setup

The experiments are carried out on a 2-layer 8-core 3D-NoC

system where each layer in the 3D-NoC contains four processing

unit. In addition, we assumed that each processing unit in the target

3D-NoC system is a 32nm ARMv7 processor. HotSpot 5.02 [15]

was used as the thermal simulation tool. The thermal parameters of

HotSpot are shown in Table II. The other parameters followed the

default settings of HotSpot.

In the experiments, we used two kinds of benchmarks: randomly

generated task graphs and real application based task graphs. The

randomly generated task graphs were selected from Standard Task

Graph (STG) [16]. Five sets of randomly generated task graphs were

used in the experiments; each set contained 100 task graphs; the

number of nodes inside each task graph were 50, 100, 300, 500, 750

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTS OF REAL APPLICATION BASED TASK GRAPHS

Parameter Value
Die thickness 0.15mm
Inter-layer material thickness 0.02mm
Die capacitance 1.63× 106 J/(m3 ·K)
Die resistance 0.076mK/W
Inter-layer material resistance 0.25mK/W
Environment temperature 25◦C
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Fig. 6. Comparison of average normalized execution time.

respectively. The real application based task graphs were adopted

from [17].

In order to verify the performance of B2T thermal-aware schedul-

ing algorithm, we compared our algorithm for 3D-NoC with two

dynamic thermal-aware task graph scheduling algorithms : minimum

accumulated power (Min. Pow.) algorithm [10] and coolest first

scheduling (Coolest) algorithm [11].

In the experiment, we first run the scheduling algorithms to

produce the schedule of tasks. Then the power traces of accumulated

power consumption of all processor during the task execution were

generated according to the schedule. Finally, the temperature profile

of the 3D-NoC was generated through HotSpot simulation.

B. Experiment Results

Fig. 5 compares the average relative peak temperature of the five

benchmark groups under the three algorithms. For clearance, we

set the lowest temperature value as zero and reduced other values

accordingly, since the average peak temperature value of the five

benchmark group have large difference. From the figure we can see

that our B2T scheduling algorithm achieves significant peak temper-

ature reduction compared to the other two algorithms. An average

of 4.01◦C reduction in average peak temperature is achieved. The

maximum reduction in average peak temperature is 6.25◦C. This is

because our algorithm keeps low power tasks on top layer processors

and high power tasks on bottom layer processors which results

in more efficient heat dissipation. Fig. 6 compares the normalized

average execution time of random task graphs achieved by the three

algorithms. The average execution time achieved by each scheduling

algorithm is normalized to the largest average execution time appered

in the experiments. The figure shows that our algorithm outperforms

the other two algorithms by 2% on average and maximum 4%.

To further verify the performance of Bottom-to-Top scheme, we

carried out a set of experiments on real application based task graphs.

As mentioned in Section VA, three task graphs, Fpppp, Sparse and

Robot were selected from [17]. Table III compares the execution time

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTS OF REAL APPLICATION BASED TASK GRAPHS

Benchmark Robot Sparse fpppp

Algorithm Time Temp. Time Temp. Time Temp.

B2T 1264 100.51 596 98.21 1350 104.18
Min. Pow. 1236 105.80 568 104.73 1284 112.13
Coolest 1243 107.09 613 103.97 1280 110.35

(measured in 102 cycles) and peak temperature (measured in ◦C) of

the three algorithms. B2T algorithm shows significant temperature

reduction in all cases. For each of the three applications, up to

6.48◦C, 6.52◦C and 7.95◦C reduction are respectively achieved.

Although the execution time of the real applications resulted by our

B2T scheme is not always the minimum, the increase in execution

time within 5% is acceptable considering the significant amount of

peak temperature reduction achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an efficient thermal-aware task graph

scheduling algorithm called Bottom-to-top scheme. The scheme first

maps the task graph on the bottom layer of the 3D-NoC and then

selectively adjusts some task to the top layer to reduce execution time

while maintaining low operating temperature. Experimental results

have shown up to 7.95◦C reduction in peak temperature and up to

4% execution time reduction when compared to previous task graph

scheduling algorithms designed for 2D-NoC systems.
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